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This thesis reviews the literature that is related to American street gangs. The
study introduces itselfby explicating the statement of the problem, definitional issues, and
the purpose and scope of the study. Next, it provides a discussion of the history of
American gangs, the sociological factors that allow gangs to develop, gang communities,
and gang structures.
The thesis moves on to discuss the characteristics of gang members, such as age,
gender, race, ethnicity, and culture. There is also a main division about the Afiican-
American gang that addresses its primacy for making money, its organizational structure,
and its violent routines. I also analyze the gangbang along with the drive-by shooting
within the situational and behavioral settings in which they occur.
The study also critiques the current policies that criminal justice officials are
implementing in their appeal to the nation's concern over violent street gangs. The
conclusions drawn from this study holds the American news media responsible for creating
the image of the Afiican-American "street gangster" and criticizes the current policy
response to the street gang problem as being oppressive. They do little to bring about
humane methods ofprevention and intervention.
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Statement of the Problem
Gangs are now pervasive in numerous cities, presenting a challenge to law
enforcement and general society. The National Institute ofJustice's (1994) Research in
Brief: Gang Crime and Law Enforcement Record keeping, sponsored a survey of
metropolitan police departments in the seventy-nine U.S. cities. The results showed that
in spring 1991, all but seven were troubled by gangs, as were all but five departments in
forty-three smaller cities. In 110 jurisdictions reporting gangs, the survey finds that over a
previous twelve month period there were; 249,324 gang members, 4,881 gangs, 46,359
gang- related crimes and 1,072 gang-related homicides. Gang related crime is above all a
violent crime problem. Homicides and other violent crimes account for about halfof all
recorded gang related crime incidents.
However, statistics can be easily manipulated and become subject to question.
According to The National Institute ofJustice (1993), law enforcement efforts sometimes
exacerbate gang problems by overlabeling people as gang members, which makes the
typical policy response to the emerging street gang problem inappropriate. First, there is a
period ofdenial, during which membership can expand. This period is followed by an
overreaction, largely by law enforcement, that tends to overlabel participants as committed
to street gangs. In other words, overlabeling captures non-gang members and more of the
peripheral members than is reasonable or necessary and serves to solidify what would
otherwise have been a transitory identification with the group. In addition, gang
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information tracking systems include names ofnon-gang members and fails to remove the
names ofgang members who have "matured" out of street gangs.
Deflnitional Issues
One of the classic questions professed about gangs has always been, how does one tell
the difference between a group and a gang? Although no single definition ofgang has
ever received approval by consensus, historic events now bind us to confront a second
question even as we continue to struggle with the old one. The new question being, how
does one tell the difference between a gang and organized crime? The distinction between
the two are blurred as gang behavior has changed and as new criminal organizations arise,
often composed ofgroups ofhard-core sophisticated, highly lethal street gangs that are
often making significant profits via drug sales and that sometimes approximate what Carl
Taylor (1990) calls "corporate gangs."
Gangs used to denote primarily to groups ofadolescent males involved in delinquent
activity as part of their everyday lives. That no longer is the case with today's gangs.
Contemporary gangs include young adults that are involved in more violent and
sophisticated crimes. Likewise, organized crime used to refer to adult run criminal
enterprises that were sophisticated, well organized, and had business-like attributes that
now characterize certain activities of contemporary gangs.
Legal codes describe organized crime as three or more persons coming together on a
continuous basis to engage in criminal activity and/or antisocial behavior with the primary
objective ofestablishing or protecting group stakes and reputation within the frame work
ofdeviant values. Within the criminal justice system there is no accepted standard
definition of "gang". State and local jurisdictions have developed their own. Miller
(1975) describes gangs as those that engage in violent behavior, identify with territory.
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have a formal organized structure (not syndicate), identifiable leadership, recurred
interaction, and engage in violent behavior (p.6).
Nonetheless, there is not a single acceptable definition of a gang. Many definitions
have been proposed and in a real sense are all correct. What constitutes a gang varies
with time and place, with political, racial, and economic conditions, with community
tolerance and community conservatism, with level and nature ofpolice and citizen
concern, with cultural and subcultural traditions and mores, and with media-generated
sensationalism or indifference to law-violating minority groups. However, since gangs are
a recognizable group, Horowitz (1990) has suggested that "we should not prematurely
narrow our definition ofgang, but should keep it pluralistic and dynamic, recognizing; that
there is little likelihood of consensus; that we have discovered and are still discovering
many differences among gangs; and, that the sources of our data significantly influence our
respective definitions" (p.4).
Purpose and Scope of the Study
The purpose of this study is to break down the wide range of literature connected to
street gangs in America. My interest in this topic evolved by empirically analyzing the
gang climate and then matured when I theoretically examined the sociological literature
related to street gangs. I specifically distinguished different types ofgroups, or
collectives, with distinctive dynamics, values, member characteristic, and organized
structures.
The primary focus is on the African-American street gang and the current policies that
respond to the gang problem. To examine these areas, I developed an individual analysis
of the literature that does not overreact to the existence of street gangs, yet, affirms the
reality that they possess the means to use deadly violence at will. My attempt is an





According to Gurr (1989), gangs in the twentieth century United States existed as
early as the twentieth century and emerged from a long and varied tradition ofgroup
violence. Between 1760 and 1900, 500 vigilante groups - the Ku Klux Klan, theWhite
Capers, the Black Legion prominent among them - appeared in the United States.
Whippings, bombings, arson and murder were among their violent tools for terrorizing
ethnic minorities, religious groups and other targets of their hate. Less organized, but
directed to similar ends were lynch mobs, responsible for taking the lives of 3,400 Black
Americans between 1882 and 1951.
The Forty Thieves, an Irish-American immigrant gang formed in 1820 in the five
points district ofNew York City, is cited by the Illinois State Police (1989) as the first
modem, adult criminal gang. It gave rise, as did many of the adult gangs that followed, to
an "auxiliary" or "subgang" ofjuveniles, in this instance called the "Forty Little Thieves."
Other such adult and juvenile gangs quickly followed - the Kerryonians, the Dusters, the
Plug Uglies, the Dead Rabbits, and others (Asbury, 1927). The Illinois State Police
(1989) write of this early period;
The original gangs were formed by young men rebelling against their low social
status. They came from the areas ofovercrowded, substandard housing, poor
or nonexistent health care facilities, broken homes, and limited educational
opportunities. Their original intent may have been simple camaraderie bom of
shared fhistration at perceived social or economic injustices. Whatever the reason,
their original purpose eventually degenerated to social resentment and ultimately
they manifested that resentment in criminal activity (p. 2).
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As the American population spread westward, so did the delinquent gang. Some of
the early gangs were defined as secret societies, social clubs, predatory organizations, and
athletic teams. But through time, the growing influence of adult criminal behavior, and
other societal forces, gangs took on increasingly different tones. The question that
emerges is, how did groups evolve into gangs? Thrasher's (1927) study ofChicago area
gangs depicts how such groups evolve into gangs:
It does not become a gang...until it begins to excite disapproval and opposition.
It discovers a rival or an enemy in the gang on the next block; its baseball or
football team is pitted against some other team; parents or neighbors look upon
it with suspicion or hostility...the storekeeper or the cops begin to give it shags
[chase it]; or some representative of the community steps in and tries to break it
up. This is the real beginning of the gang, for now it starts to draw itselfmore
closely together. It becomes a conflict group (p. 26).
Theoretical Analysis
Notions of causation - that is, about how and why gangs form - changed during this
early period ofgang research. In its beginning. Puffer (1912), reflecting the heavy reliance
on both Darwinian theory and instinct as the core explanatory constructs in the behavioral
sciences, asserts:
We must, then, so far as we are good evolutionist, look upon the boy's gang as the
result of a group of instincts inherited from a distant past. These gang instincts rose
because they were usefijl at some point, and that they have been preserved to the
present day because they are, on the whole, still useful (p. 83).
Thrasher (1927) looks for explanation both within the youths themselves and within
the community to which they belong. The typical gang member, in his view, is a healthy,
well-adjusted boy seeking an outlet for normal adolescent drives for adventure and
expression. Yet, the environment is equally important. Inadequacies in family
functioning, schools, housing, employment, and other community characteristics combine
to help motivate youths to turn to gangs for life satisfaction and rewards.
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The focus on social causation blossomed fiilly during the 1930's and 1940's, which
Hardman (1967) appropriately labels the "depression studies." This is an era in which
social scientists sought explanation for many ills - including delinquent ganging - in social
causation, social failure, and social breakdown.
While Landesco (1932) emphasizes the effects ofconflicting immigrant and American
cultu res, Shaw and McKay (1942) stress a more complex combination of slum area
deterioration, poverty, family dissolution, and organized crime. Tannenbaum (1938)
analogously proposes that the gang forms not because of its attractiveness per se, but
because positive sociological forces such as church, school, and family that train youths
into more socially acceptable behaviors are weak or unavailable. Wattenberg and
Balistrieri (1950) similarly stress socioeconomically substandard neighborhoods and lax
parental supervision as causal factors, perhaps due to substance abuse, prostitution, or
prison.
Bogardus (1943), conducting one ofthe first West Coast gang studies, claims that war
and warlike climates in the United States underpin the formation ofaggressive gangs.
Dumpson (1949), more multicausal, also attributes gangs to war, diverse political and
economic sources, and to racism, where individuals discovered it prudent to band together
in violent situations where collective efforts won out over individual ones.
Social problems have, over the decades, formed the principal basis for explaining why
gangs form. Miller (1982) provides an inclusive perspective which appears to better
capture the complex determinants that underlie gang formation. Miller (1982) states that:
Gangs persist as a product of conditions basic to our social order. Among these
are a division of labor between the family and the peer group in the socialization
ofadolescents; emphasis on masculinity and collective action in the male subculture;
a stress on excitement, congregation, and mating in the adolescent subculture; the
importance of toughness and smartness in the subculture of lower-status populations;
and the density condition and territoriality patterns affecting the subcultures ofurban
and urbanized locales (p. 10).
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Edgerton (1988) offers a similar view of the factors contributing to gang formation by
proposing;
Conditions such as residential segregation in low-income areas, poverty, poor
school performance, little parental supervision, discrimination, and distrust of law
enforcement are the major contributory factors that contribute to gang formation.
These conditions force young people to spend much of their lives together on the
streets where a gang serves them as a surrogate family, school, and police. We
also hear from gang members...about the appeal that gang membership has for
them - friendship, pride, prestige, belongingness, identity, self-esteem, and a desire
to emulate their uncles and older brothers who were gang members before them
(p. x).
Jankowski (1991) argues that even though the gang communities are not disorganized,
the low-income milieu is responsible for the formation ofgangs. Specifically, Jankowski
says that gangs "are organized around the intense competition for, and conflict over the
scarce resources that exist in these areas" (p.22). Jankowski concludes by insisting that
boys and young men in low-income areas seek to improve their competitive advantage in
gaining access to the scarce resources by forming into gangs. He describes those that join
the gangs as having defiant individualistic characteristics.
The problem with most current sociological theories ofgang formation is the vast
number of low-income areas in the United States, and the absence ofgangs and gang
members relative to this poverty. These theories "overpredict." To borrow from Matza’s
(1964) characterization, such theories ofgang origin suffer an embarrassment. That is,
given the theorized conditions that spawn gangs, we should expect to see far more gangs
than in fact exist.
Jankowski's remedy to the overprediction ofgangs due to low-income life styles is to
suggest that only those possessing the character ofdefiant individualism join. Therefore,
some juveniles in the areas with gangs do not join gangs because they lack the special
character. However, Jankowski simply sends the argument back one more level. What
generates defiant individualism? If the same conditions that are likely to create gangs also
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create defiant individualism, then we must ask again why there are not more such defiant
individuals.
Virtually, all gang researchers note the relationship of low-income areas and gangs.
Almost all gangs are found in low-income areas. However, it is not true that all low-
income areas have gangs. Is it only a one-way relationship? A number of small and
medium size towns have poverty, but not gangs. Nowadays, we also have reports of
gangs in middle-class areas. Leon Bing (1991), in her work Do or Die, supports the
previous claim by affirming:
Another problem is the media. You pick up the newspaper, you turn on the t.v.,
and all you hear about is the youth gangs in South LA, East LA. Nobody ever
mentions the gangs in Beverly Hills. If a youth lives in a deprived, run down area -
Watts, Downey, Inglewood, Compton - no matter who the youth is, he's
automatically viewed as a gang member. Today, gangs exist in all geographical
locations - urban and suburban (p. 190).
Sanders (1994) suggests that a gang is only as good as the situations in which it can be
defined. Without situations,where a gang either must fight or run, there is no social
validation. The interpretation is that a gang is initially formed in its v^dllingness to do
violence in situations that call on collective courage or even recklessness. Such situations,
claims Sanders, forge and validate gangs. We must begin to understand how
determinative circumstances make gangs social realities. To pointedly summarize the
relationship between the situation and the people who inhabit them, one can suggest that it
is not men that control their moments, rather, the moments control men. In this context,
we can understand the origin ofgangs. We must be careful not to interpret Sanders as
suggesting that human beings do not possess the power to resist destructive forces. Yet,
it is an original approach to understanding the formation ofgangs. For now, it is enough
to point out that once gangs come into existence as a possible adaptation, they generate
situations that spawn further gangs.
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Gang Structure
Most researchers and practitioners agree that gangs consist of a set of leaders,
peripheral members and recruits (Conly, 1993). Malcolm Klein (1991) suggests that core
members actually make up about fifty percent ofmost gangs, with the core separated into
about five denotable cliques and many diads and triads not large enough to be considered
cliques.
Each gang is comprised of a number of cliques. Researchers have generally described
these cliques as age-graded, although some cliques have mixed-age membership. Moore
(1988) reports that cliques in Chicano gangs in Los Angeles generally have between thirty
and forty members, with entire gang membership averaging between 100 and 125.
According to Moore (1988), the longevity ofa clique depends on the extent to which its
members leave it for prison and employment. Cliques in East Los Angeles rarely mix,
except when there is a gang fight and it is unusual for a gang member to move from one
clique to another while involved with the gang.
In an investigation ofgangs in New York, Boston, and Los Angeles, Martin
Jankowski (1991) observes three different types ofgang organization; influential - two or
four members are recognized as leaders; horizontal commission - officers share equal
authority over the members; and, vertical/hierarchial - where leadership is developed
hierarchially into three or four different categories (p. 10).
Hagedom (1988) contends that practitioners often underestimate the subtlety ofgang
structure by depicting it exclusively as a traditional military pyramid with leaders at the top
and recruits at the bottom. Using this model, law enforcement agencies often miss the
variety and complexity ofgang organization and may mistakenly expect that targeting the
leaders will disrupt the entire gang. In fact, Hagedom suggests that gangs have a variety
oforganizational stmctures and consist ofmultiple leaders and multiple cliques, each with
a slightly different interest and responsibility in the gang.
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A second point ofcontention derives from Miller's definition ofgangs which suggests
that there is a group organization with functional role division and chain of command.
This image suggests a highly organized group on an almost bureaucratic model. Some
gangs appear to approach this level of structure and organization. Lincoln Keisser's study
ofChicago's Vice Lords in 1969 suggests such a structure. The Vice Lord Nation was
guided by an eight-member board and each of the Vice Lords' gangs had a president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer, war counselor, supreme war counselor, gunkeeper, and
sergeant-at-arms. The president along with the supreme war counselor, decided whether
or not and with whom the Vice Lords would fight.
At the other end of the continuum, Lewis Yablonsky (1967) describes violent gangs as
"near-groups." A near-group is characterized by diffuse role differentiation, limited
cohesion, impermanence, minimal consensus on norms, shifting membership, emotionally
disturbed leadership, and limited definition ofmembership expectations. And while a few
studies have found groups similar to Yablonsky's, the near-group does not appear to
match what most other researchers have observed in gang structure. Gangs originally
observed in 1980, such as the West Coast Crips, Red Steps, Pirns, 70's, Vels and Sidro,
among others, are still active to date. This hardly fits the near-group characteristic of
impermanence. So while Miller's conception ofgangs tends to provide an "over¬
structured" model, Yablonsky errs far more with an "understructured" model.
The model that most closely approximates what is commonly observed is provided by
Malcolm Klein (1971). Klein uses the concept ofa gang cluster to describe gang
structure. He suggests that a cluster consists of two to five age and sex related groups
that are somewhat distinct in structure but are clearly aligned as sub-groups of a larger
whole.
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Within the cluster there are different levels of involvement, defined as clique, core and
fringe. The clique membership is made up ofprimarily core members, and most subgroups
within the cluster are age-related. The gang structure, according to Klein, is more a
matter of complex companionship patterns and levels of involvement than division of
labor and chain of command.
Contemporary gangs may be virtually identical to what Klein describes, but the level of
involvement is described differently by both gang members and the police. William
Sanders (1994) suggests that contemporary gangs are described as having a hard-core
nucleus that initiates most of the gang delinquency. This hard core is considered to be the
most dedicated to the gang, the most reliable, and the most willing to engage in violence.
The lives of these individuals revolve completely around the gang, as the gang is the main
reference group for their identity.
On a second level is the affiliate group, which identifies with the gang, but is not
considered as committed to the gang or as reliable when there is danger. An affiliate will
sometimes fight and back up his homeboys (fellow gang members), but he is not
considered to have the heart ofa core member. They usually associate with the gang for
status and recognition which essentially fulfills the emotional need ofbelonging.
Finally, there are fnnge members and what the core members often refer to as
"wannabees." These are young people in the neighborhood who claim affiliation with the
gang, attend gang parties, wear gang colors, and hang out with gang members, but who
do not engage in gang violence.
To summarize the gang structure as found in this study, gangs are age and sex graded
with graduated levels of involvement and commitment to the gangs. These subgroupings
in gangs are like cliques, and some, but not all, can be defined as hierarchial. To those
that are not, there is only informal division of labor and chain of command.
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A thorny problem in understanding gang structure is leadership. On the one hand it is
clear that some gangs such as the Vice Lords in Keiser's (1969) study have identifiable
leadership almost precisely the wayMiller defines it. On the other hand, several studies
indicate that there are multiple leaders and their authority is largely informal. For
example, a person can be described as being a or a leader of a gang because of their ability
to steal. When they become a boss, it is usually because they engage in power plays
where they shoot the former bosses.
Most other studies ofgang leadership emphasize interpersonal skills over toughness,
though. According to Sanders (1994), diplomacy, coolness, and charisma appear to
dominate over acting insane in a fight. Most gangs members who are classified as being
insane are seen as being too unstable to be leaders. This does not mean that they lack
status in the gang. They are looked upon as an asset. So while high status in a gang can
be gained by being acting insane, high status and leadership are two very different things.
This is in sharp contrast to what Yablonsky (1967) describes in his work on violent
gangs. Yablonsky argues that members ofviolent gangs are too unstable to have a single
leader, and anyone who becomes one ofthe multiple leaders is likely to be a psychopath
and sociopath. With many of his assertions, Yablonsky appears to be in a small minority
among scholars in his description ofgang leadership.
Klein (1971) suggests that when attempting to identify gang leaders, it is better to
understand the concept of leadership in a gang. Leadership according to Klein, is
conceived as providing a functional role in a given situation. That is, instead of a position
in a gang, leadership is a collection of functions in a gang. A number ofdifferent members
can fill the functional leadership role at different times depending on the exigencies of the
situation.
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Given Klein's conception, identifiable leadership is almost an impossible task. The best
way to describe gang leadership, appears to be in terms of the following:
Multiple- more than a single leader at any one time.
Informal- Choice of leadership is not structured.
Situational- Leadership role may only be in certain situations.
Functional- Situated leadership is based on a particular function.
Gang Communities
According to Spergel (1991), gangs are most often located in lower class, ghetto or
barrio communities in certain states. Although they are most prevalent in urban settings,
gangs also exist in suburban and rural settings, especially in New Mexico.
The National Institute of Justice's (1993) publication. Street Gangs: Current
Knowledge and Strategies, suggests that practitioners have not developed a satisfactory
count of the number ofgangs and gang members nationwide. Attempts to do so have
been hampered by variation in the way gangs are defined from site to site, the special foci
of the organizations that have conducted the counts (e g., police agencies or schools), and
the fluid nature ofgang membership itself, which in many locations swells and ebbs
unpredictably.
Sanyika Shakur (1993), in his autobiography. Monster, does not describe gang
locations per se, but does illustrate how these locations become occupied. Shakur
asserts:
I would imagine that our conquering of territory in those days, and still today,
resembled Hitler's sweep through Europe...Gangs tend to function as "states"
in regard to taking over or colonizing territory...We became, in effect,
superpowers, not unlike the Soviet Union and the United States (p.36).
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The nature of a gang community plays a significant role in determining whether or not
it will have gangs. Frederick Thrasher (1963) describes Chicago's gang communities as
interstitial areas - regions characterized by debilitating neighborhoods, shifting
populations, and the mobility and disorganization of the environment - where gangs
emerge to fill in the gaps. A more recent study by Spergel (1984) posits that the violent
gang is a natural, lower-class, interstitial institution, resulting mainly from the weakness of
secondary institutions, such as schools, local communities, and ethnic organizations. Also,
primary institutions such as the family, are too weak to provide adequate mechanisms of
opportunity and social control, particularly in the transition ofmales from youth to
adult.
Research pertaining to the relationship between gangs and community conditions
highlights that increasing economic hardship for minority groups contributes to the social
isolation of a growing underclass in many urban areas. This, in turn, leads to the
emergence ofgangs in some communities and greatly diminishes the possibility that gang
members can "mature out" of the gang life-style by finding work in areas that allow limited
education, few skills, and only hard work. Spergel (1991) admits that the social order in
gang communities is further disturbed by population movement and the disorganization
created when there are rapid ethnic or social changes in an area. Such are often followed
by an increase in gang activity.
Individual communities where gangs exist differ from this image in some specific
respects. Mincey (1994), suggests that in Reno, Nevada for mstance, the gaming industry
serves as a ready source ofemployment, but there is still marked segregation of the
population and continual, significant growth in the Hispanic population. In Spokane,
Washington, housing developments segregated by race or ethnicity are not typical, but
residents of communities with gangs suffer from poverty and tow educational
achievement.
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Even the notion of a gang "neighborhood" does not apply universally. John Hagedorn
(1988) notes that when cities desegregate their public schools, the neighborhoods cease
becoming commonplaces for gang members to live. He acknowledges though, that while
neighborhood boundaries are loose, gang members do not wander into areas where it is
"off limits" for minorities to travel.
Joan Moore (1988) implies that there are structural differences in gang communities.
Moore believes that neighborhood institutions in Chicano communities - church, family,
and even the small neighborhood businesses - remain vital. Also, that in most gang
communities, the majority of residents are working class. By contrast, many
neighborhood institutions are debased in Black irmer city communities by a combination of
economic blight and the exodus of stable middle-class residents.
Gang communities also differ to the extent to which they experience gang problems.
Cities such as Los Angeles and Chicago are chronic gang sites, having had gang problems
for much of this century. Others such as Miami, Portland, Columbus, Milwaukee, and
NewMexico have only recently (within the last decade) have what they term a gang
problem.
Gang Community Relations
The social balance between a group and its community is a delicate one. In
communities where gang members are the family members and neighbors ofcommunity
residents, gangs are afforded a certain amount ofcommunity tolerance. According to
Jankowski (1991), gang members are tolerated because community residents identify with
the economic and social challenges that gang members face. In addition, a gang helps
establish some degree of order in its community, if for instance, the gang protects local
businesses from attack by rival gangs. Tolerance, or at least ambivalence toward gangs by
community leaders can be sufficient to allow gangs to survive or flourish.
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Jankowski also suggests that some gangs are very sensitive about maintaining good
community relations, but are not always successful. Hagedom (1988) holds that increased
gang-related violence in communities and intra-community tensions resulting from




According to Short and Strodbeck (1965), many lower-class youths lack the skills
needed to succeed in middle-class settings or are otherwise prevented from engaging in
the legitimate opportunity structure, which propels some of them to turn to gangs as a
means to achieve status and/or develop opportunities. Jankowski (1991) argues that the
majority ofgang members make rational decisions to join gangs as a means to accomplish
personal goals. It has been suggested that gang members are defiant individualists, who
are mistrustful, competitive, self-reliant and socially isolated, among other things. This
description is hazardous because it contributes to the overglamorization ofgangs and
reinforces the nation's hysteria regarding gangs.
Gender
Lome Kramer (1991), suggests that females are joining gangs more often and are
sometimes extremely violent. In times past, females were thought of simply as
transporters ofweapons or drugs - or as innocent bystanders. During Bill Moyers (1994)
production "What CanWe do about Violence," gang girls say that they join gangs because
their boyfiiends are gang members and that their level of involvement increases after their
boyfiiends become incarcerated. The attitude, respondents agree, is one of competition
with their boyfiiends; "You steal, we steal. You kill, we kill (Angel, 1994)."
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Leon Bing (1991), in her book Do Or Die, provides an account ofgirls in gangs
through a statement made by one ofher respondents, an ex-banger (gang member) named
Claudia who states:
Yeah, I was a homegirl at one time - and I was bangin', bangin', and slangin' with
the best of'em. Even used to have some girls workin' for me... I used to carry
a gun, I had a few of'em- but my favorite was a trey-five-seven...Jacked a few
people with that gun. See I got in it really early -1 wasn't but thirteen years old
when I got with my son's father. He was an O.G., had that BIG rep, and I was little
miss innocent -1 didn't become a homegirl 'til after he went to the pen when I was
seventeen. Then it was like Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde. My other side came out -
bangin' and slangin' - all of it (p. 97- 98).
Research indicates that members are made up predominantly ofadolescent and young
adult males. While female gangsters are small in number, they represent a serious concern
because they can cause more problems than men do. They come from homes that are
even more troubled than those ofmales. Even among the older women, their families are
more likely to have a tradition ofgang membership. "Women are more likely to join the
gang because of fnendship - usually with other gang girls - and are more likely to be gang
bound in their friendships with boys and girls" (Moore 1993:7).
According to Carol Tindell (1994) ofNewMexico's Criminal Information and analysis
Bureau, there are no all girl gangs in Albuquerque public high schools, but there are
cliques ofgirls who associate with each other for protection. Also, these girls are
extremely violent, and fiercely dedicated to each other. George De La O (1994), a school
detective, states that "these girls harass and intimidate students who for any reason, come
into disfavor with one or more of their members" (p.3). De La O warrants that the actions
presented by these girls is not a passing thing. In fact, he says that they "relentlessly stalk
their victims and these cliques cause more problems than any other group, including
bonafide street gangs" (p.3).
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However, in Santa Fe, New Mexico, Detective Larry Leffler says that there is one all¬
female gang. It is made up of five or six members ranging in age fi'om twelve to fifteen.
Leffler states that all street gangs, however, formerly all male, now have female members.
In fact, Santa Fe is home to "seven major gangs with a combined membership of
approximately 400. Between fifteen and twenty percent of them are female" (p.5).
Many female gang members in Santa Fe are reported to have begun dressing like male
gangsters by wearing sagging khaki pants and flannel shirts. Recently, female gang
members were reported wearing T-shirts with the image of the Virgin Mary on the back
with their gang names printed underneath it. Leffler says that the best way to recognize
female gang members is by association.
Officer Steve Bayes of the Crime Prevention Unit in Roswell, New Mexico says that
there are two documented all girl gangs in Roswell. They are small in size and to date,
"their focus has been on fighting, intimidation, harassment, and graffiti" (p.5). It is stated
that there are twelve to fifteen street gangs in Roswell and the all of them allow female
members. To be initiated into the gang, the girl has a choice: "she can roll the dice and
have sexual relations with as many male gang members as comes up on the dice; or she
can fight members of the gang" (p.5). Officer Bayes says that the girls that choose to fight
are more respected by gang members than the ones that choose sex.
According to New Mexico's Street Gang Update (1994), Roswell has more than 300
gang members, about twenty five percent are female. While male membership remains
constant, according to Bayes, the number of female members has definitely increased,
accompanied by an increase in the violent crimes they commit.
The National Institute ofJustices (1992) survey ofpolice departments in the nation's
seventy nine largest cities and forty three smaller communities indicate that only three to
four percent of gang members are female. These figures are subject to question, however.
The Street Gang Update (1994) suggests that wide disparity exists among reporting
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departments in terms of the ways in which the gender of gang members is classified.
Some departments simply do not classify females as gang members because there are no
reporting standards.
Interestingly enough, girls in gangs feel that they are needed to add a level of
diplomacy to re-direct violent situations. Bing (1991) provides yet another account of a
female gang member named Bianca who sustains this argument by enouncing:
ni put it like this: if there was more homegirls than they really is, I think it
would be alot better. Wouldn't be as much killin', 'cause lotta times a girl will
try to talk things over, or maybe just get into it with fightin' and stuff. Guys, they
just be crazy ass nigga's too much. They want to be seen as the baddest or the
toughest, or the killin'est. Guy'll pull out a gun and shoot somebody just 'cause
they get irritated with 'em (p.88).
Age
Although most gang members, like non-ganging delinquents, mature and leave their
gangs, Spergel (1991) notes that there is a growing recognition that membership extends
at least into young adulthood, certainly perhaps to early and perhaps mid-twenties. Some
members may remain involved simply as a means of survival in communities that offer
limited opportunities outside of the gang.
James Vigil, cited in Huffs (1991) work Gangs in America, provides a sobering
portrait ofChicano gang members who retain gang membership into adulthood. Vigil
contends that only a small majority ofany barrio's youths join gangs, and most of them
mature out of the gang by adulthood. Nonetheless, each generation produces a small
number of veterans who retain an active identity and affiliation well into their twenties and
thirties. Many of these have established what is termed as the "Cholo" family household.
In such households, one or both parent's continue to participate more or less overtly in
illicit activities while raising their children. Their children are thus virtually pre-selected to
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associate and unite with other troubled children and become involved in emergent cliques,
often at far younger than typical ages.
Practitioners often assume that older gang members are also core members and
therefore worthy targets for arrest and prosecution. Although it is true that gang-related
homicides are most often committed by older adolescents and young adults, being an older
gang member does not necessarily translate into increased commitment to crime or to the
gang. Accounts suggest that the higher age of a gang member does not mean he or she is
deeply committed to the gang. Hagedom (1988) notes that many gangs are in fact a
combination ofage-graded groups, each with their own "maingroups" and "wannabees."
The make-up of each of these age groups varies between gangs and over time within each
group. Provided the opportunity to do continuous "work" for the gang, be it a successful
drug transaction, or a violent act, a "wannabee" today may be in the main/core tomorrow.
Race, Ethnicity, and Culture
According to the National Institute ofJustice's (1993) publication. Street Gangs:
Current Knowledge and Strategies, gangs exist in all ethnic categories. Although Afiican-
American and Hispanics predominate, there are also gangs with white and Asian members.
In Tacoma, Washington, for instance, gang members are reportedly distributed almost
evenly across Asian, African-American, and Hispanic groups.
HarryMincey (1991), Youth Program Director, Pierce County Washington Safe
Streets, holds that in cities such as Los Angeles and Chicago, gangs are usually racially or
ethnically segregated, possibly reflecting the ghetto nature of their origins, and gang
offenses are predominately interethnic. In other locations, such as Miami, groups are
racially mixed. Thus, gang membership crosses all ethnic and racial boundaries.
Sanders (1994) claims that African-American gangs coexist in, and share the same
territory as Mexican-American gangs. However, the gangs do not fight across ethnic
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boundaries. There have been isolated incidents, but these have not congealed into an
ongoing rivalry. In Leon Bing's (1991) book Do or Die, G-Rock, a young gangster,
bolsters Sanders argument by declaring:
The movie Colors just made up a lotta bullshit...It tried to show drive-bys, but
then it would show like nigga's killin' essays and shit, and that ain't like it is
(p.206).
The following chapter expands on the subject of race, ethnicity, and culture by
focusing on the unique features of the African-American gang and its styles. Hutchison
(1994) conveys that society has imposed a "supergang" image upon this group by
overglamorizing gangs through film and music. Therefore, I deem it necessary to




Largely, the two major African-American gangs are the Crips (Clandestine
Revolutionary International Party Structure) and the Bloods. They are important not only
because of their size, their violent routines, and their involvement in drug distribution, but
also because members of these gangs have appeared in nearly every part of the nation.
"What began as a Los Angeles problem has quickly evolved into a nation-wide problem
impacting sources ofcities coast to coast" (Huff, 1993 p. 11)
John Hullett (1966) indicates that in 1965 theWatts riots broke out, and from the
ruins sprang the Militant political organizations like the Black Panthers, US and others
that discovered it prudent to band together in violent situations where collective efforts
won out over individual ones. They attempted to give African-American youngsters a
sense ofpride and ofnationalism, but too many of these youths were not political or
sophisticated enough to align themselves with Elijah Mohammed orMalcolm X. And
even though these young people heard what Martin Luther King had to say, his
unswerving allegiance to nonviolence wasn't all that appealing to them either. Before
long, outfits developed made up ofyoungsters who banded together for comradery and, to
a certain extent, for protection. Supporting this argument Sanyika Shakur (1993) avers:
Had I been bom in 1953 instead of 1963,1 would have been a Black Panther...
I have the energy and the vitality to be part of something with power. Either
constmctive or destmctive. And because there was a destmctive element
around me when I was growing up, I went into the Crips (p.237).
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Crips
The Crips were founded in Los Angeles in the early 1970's by Raymond Washington.
It is assumed that the Crips got the name from one of many ways. One assumption is that
one of their gang members had a cripple leg. It is also incurred that the name came from
New York, where some gang neighborhoods were called cribs. Another theory is that
Crips came from the movie Tales from the Crypt. The Crip gang identifies with the color
blue; members wear blue bandannas (called rags), caps, belts, shoe laces, shirts, and pants
and call themselves Cuz, Kuz, and Kuzz. Crips use the initials B/K which stand for
"Blood Killer" and replace the letter B with C when spelling words. The letter B and P
are also crossed out in the Crips graffiti to show hatred toward the Bloods. Yet, today,
"Crips are the number one killers of other Crips" (Guns and Gangs, Atlanta Police
Department 1994 p.2).
According to Bing (1991), an the beginning of the nineties, there were forty-three
Blood sets and fifty-six Crip sets. The largest Crip set. East Coast, boasts a membership
ofover one thousand; some of the smaller sets claim twenty members or less. Average
count ofany Blood or Crip set considered to be large in numbers, is 300 members.
CRIP SETS IN LOS ANGELES
52 Hoover 98 Main Streets
59 Hoover Broadway 52
74 Hoover Broadway 112
83 Hoover Front Street
92 Hoover Back Street
94 Hoover 357
107 Hoover Raymond Crips
112 Hoover Shotgun Crips
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Rollin' 30's Pocket Hood
Rollin’ 40's Front Hood
Rollin' 60’s P.J. Watts
Rollin' 90's Kelly Park Crips
East Coast 1 Venice Shoreline Gangsters
East Coast 59 Compton Crips
East Coast 62 Kitchen Crips
East Coast 69 Eight-Tray Gangsters
East Coast 89 Inglewood Village Crips
East Coast 97 Grape Street Crips
East Coast 118 Ghost Town Crips
East Coast 190 Watts Baby Loc Crips
83 Main Streets Playboy Gangsters
94 Main Streets Schoolyard Crips
Water Gate Insanes
Marvin Crips Lantana Blocks
Santana Blocks 102 Budlong Gangsters
Nutty Blocks 105 Underground Crips
Schoolyard C's 106 Playboy Style
Gear Gang Crips 99 Mafia
Bloods
Bloods developed in Compton, California and were founded by Sylvester Scott and
Vincent Owens in order to counterattack the Crips. The Compton Bloods adopted the
color red and are known as "Piru" because they were formed on Pirn Street in Compton,
California. Unlike the Crips, Bloods normally do not fight among themselves. They are
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generally outnumbered by the Crips and are more unified. They do not use the letter C in
their language and replace it with the letter B to show their hatred toward the Crips. The
Bloods will use handkerchiefs to easily identify themselves, but will not always wear red
clothing. However, the color will be somewhere on their body.
BLOOD SETS IN LOS ANGELES
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Youths from these Los Angeles gang communities became monopolized by an
extraneous magnetism that fastened itself to a multitude ofother problems already
plaguing them. An almost "enemy" sub-culture arose. No one took its conception
seriously. But slowly it creept, saturating entire households, city blocks, neighborhoods,
and our nation-states. The following explicates the number of Los Angeles Crips and
Blood sets.
Primacy forMaking Money
Sanders (1994) suggests that African-American gangs are primarily concerned with
making money. There is a strong loyalty to the set (the neighborhood), but not as much as
other gangs. The African-American territories are very large, and each territory is made
up of sets where gang members comfortably hang out. However, there is another
dimension to the territory that looms large in the African-American gang: the area that
belongs to the gang for marketing illegal goods and services.
Since younger gang members and most potential members attend school, schools have
become a prime recruiting ground. Gang members who go to school can find a natural
market. Fees are also extorted by gang members from other students to use certain school
facilities and to walk to and from school or for protection.
In Jankowski's (1991) business-recreation continuum of gangs, African-American
gangs fall solidly into the business category. In fact, Sanyika Shakur (1993) claims:
Gang members have evolved into beings who possess as much ambition and
ruthlessness to succeed as any corporate executive planning a hostile takeover-
a merger is out of the question (p. 15).
Crack dealers in South Central Los Angeles employ more people than AT&T,
IBM, and Xerox combined and South Central is under more aerial surveillance
than Belfast, Ireland. Everyone is armed, frustrated and on the brink of explosion
(p.70).
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A major motivation for joining the gang is that it provides a means for making money
and having nice things. This does not mean, however, that the gang is held together by
organic solidarity or that the relationships are a rational, social relationship. The ties
among African-American gang members are very strong, characterized as a spontaneous
social relationship, and their animosity against their rivals - Crips or Bloods - is very
emotional.
Compared to other gangs, African-American gangs have a number of features that
suggest some ties based on organic solidarity and rational, social relationships. While
Mexican-Americans take all types of drugs, including heroin and crack cocaine, African-
American gang members generally do not. The norms of the gang are such that taking
heavy drugs is considered an impediment to selling drugs for profit. Sanders (1994)
contends that gang members who are known to take drugs other than marijuana are
sanctioned by beatings and/or taken away the privilege of selling drugs in the set.
Money is made in other illegal modes by African-American gangs as well, but the gang
details its income primarily to robberies and drug sales. However, while drug sales are the
main source of income, prostitution is another means the African-American gangs have of
getting money.
Sanders (1994) explains how the violence associated with drugs and prostitution
inspires gang related shootings. In 1988, over half the victims ofgang related violence in
San Diego, California, were African-American gang victims and a number ofvictims were
from Los Angeles based gangs. He states; "not all of the homicides involving African-




The more organized crime elements presume some kind of formal gang organization in
African-American gangs. However, while gangs must necessarily have connections with
organized crime to obtain the quantity of drugs that they do, it does not mean that the
gangs themselves have to be organized beyond having at least some of their members
having connections with organized crime syndicates. The gangs may not be training
grounds for organized crime syndicates, instead they serve as a wholesale distribution
point for drugs. Jankowski (1991) notes, in relation to the idea that gangs are organized
gang syndicates, it would be more precise to perceive today's gangs as independent
components of the broad structure by which contemporary crime has been organized.
It appears that African-American gangs have very little organization. According to
their published accounts, the police see the gangs as having a fairly flat organizational
hierarchy based on reputation and age. For example, one San Diego Sheriffs Office
Investigator characterizes African-American gangs as follows:
In the Black street gang, there's no member in charge or formal rank of
structure. There are members with more influence than others, but the term
leader is seldom used. A person's age, physical stature, arrest record, and
behavioral background are the main factors involved in weighing an individuals'
influence upon a gang. Gang members demonstrate their nerve in order to gain
respect, influence and power within a particular gang (San Diego County
Deputy Sheriffs Association, 1990).
Likewise, in a Los Angeles police publication, African-American gang structure is
characterized as follows:
Black street gangs are non-traditional in nature and contain no formal structure.
The older members in the gang (late twenties and early thirties), especially those
with access to drugs and money or who have developed a reputation for violence,
are the influential members or "shot callers," as they are often times called. These
older members have influence over the younger members and use them to sell
drugs and commit violent acts upon the gangs (Los Angeles Police Department,
1992).
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The structure ofAfrican-American gangs appears to be loose. These gangs have
original gangsters who are the oldest members with extensive criminal backgrounds. Next
are the hard-core members whose lives revolve completely around the gang. They are the
members who commit the most violent and criminal acts. Law enforcement efforts are
usually directed at the original gangsters and the hard-core members. Following the hard¬
core are the associates who associate with the gang for status and recognition which
essentially fills the emotional need for belonging.
Finally, there are the peripheral members, or "wannabee's"who tend to drift in and out
of the gang depending on temporal needs. They lack the direction to either become a
hard-core member or to become fully involved in criminal activities. They generally move
in and out on the basis of interest in the activity of the gang. The reason this is not looked
upon as a structure is because levels of involvement fluctuate back and forth. Given the
opportunity, a "wannabee" can be a hard-core member tomorrow while an original
gangster can remove themselves from gang activities altogether, yet still retain the title of
original gangster.
Underlying the strength of the Afncan-American gang is the strong attachment to the
set and the homeboys. This underlying structure is its strength, and given their longevity
and ability to fight off interlopers, they apparently have not had to adopt a




Sanders (1994) suggests that African-American gangs do not spend the majority of
their time gangbanging (fighting, robbing, etc.). He believes that the main activity of
African-American gang members is hanging around with their homeboys (fellow gang
members). He bolsters his argument by implying that the violent aspects ofgang life are
always there - as any form of life - either defensively or offensively. However, according
to his accounts ofdaily routines, the main gang activity is relaxing in the company of
fiiends. In this context, gang behavior now reflects what is likely the main pastime of non¬
gang delinquent youths. It is the willingness to use deadly violence, Sanders contends,
that is the defining element that makes a gang a unique delinquent entity.
In contrast to this opinion, Sanyika Shakur (1993) suggests otherwise. Shakur states:
Gangbanging was a job to me, and I was putting in as much overtime as possible.
Life from that vantage point seemed to be one big test of show and prove, pick
and stick (p.40).
The goal of the gang is to eliminate as many of the enemy as possible, which
inevitably leads to war. A full scale mobilization of as many troops as needed
to achieve the desired effect; fimerals (p.56).
Although Shakur's examples are few, they do illustrate a different opinion from that of
Sanders. Shakur clearly suggests that the purpose ofAfiican-American gangs is to
create an environment in which the medium ofexchange is gunfire.
Since the possibility of deadly violence is always with gangs, it affects their routine.
Gang members are hunted down and attacked by rival gang members, and this can occur
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in all different types of situations. Therefore, a stance of distrust of others, especially
other African-American males who are not immediately identified as members of ones'
own gang, is part of the routine ofbeing a "gangster."
According to Sanders (1994), most gang members use retaliation as an account for
violence. For example, driving into a rivals set and setting their colors on fire is an
example ofprovocation. This, in turn, can lead to a drive-by shooting. In the cases where
flaunting has occured, a confrontation usually precedes. It appears that gang violence in
this context is "something to do." Besides being exciting, gang members can embellish
their reputations.
However, the ritual ofmad-dogging (cold, hard stares) rivals, in neutral or non-gang
territories is riskier as more and more gang members carry guns. What used to be a
simple fight can quickly turn into a shooting. Thus, while taking risks can build
reputation, the more knowledge of the risks gang members have, the more likely they are
to temper a show of courage with the exercise ofgood judgment.
Shakur (1993) refutes this claim by recalling an incident he instinctively knew he
should not have placed himself in. Shakur refuses with vigor to go to the market with his
mother because it is located in rival territory. His resistance was in vain because his
mother did not understand the complexity ofgang conflicts. Shakur alleges:
I told my mother I was going to the cereal section and quickly stepped
so she could not call me back. Turning the comer I felt relieved to be
alone for my safety and my mom's...And that's when I saw him. Damn!
Enemy! Enemy! We both reached for our waist bands simultaneously.
I managed the drop and drew first. He was still drawing his weapon...Not
bothering to aim, I fired. Boom! I fired again and hit him in the torso, the
bullet knocked him back and his weapon discharged in the air...I shot him
three more times to create an atmosphere of intensity, then turned and went
and searched for my mother (p.40).
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Gangbangs
A major form ofgang violence is called the gangbang which is emergent in its
development and is far more interactive. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the
situational construction of a gangbang as it develops between antagonists. This section
examines the interactional moves that lead to gangbangs. They are examined in terms of
different types of situations where they develop and in different behavioral settings.
In general, a gangbang refers to some type of fighting, especially between rival gangs,
but it is differentiated from drive-by shooting because it is more emergent and is far more
interactive. Many individuals use the terms gangbang and drive-by interchangeably. They
must be corrected and given the understanding that drive-bys are not gangbanging.
Rather, fighting is more in line with gangbanging.
Gangbanging is also used to refer to doing anything with other gang members.
Hanging around together, going out and stealing things, fighting, and other activities with
the gang are described as gangbanging. However, the most common use of the term is in
reference to fighting rival gang members.
In order to gain a sense ofgangbang situations, the following excerpts from Shakur's
(1993) autobiography Monster, serve as illustrations;
Banging' aint' no part time thang, it's fulltime, it's a career. It's being down
when ain't nobody else down with you. It's gettin' caught and not tellin'. Killin'
and not caring and dying without fear. It's love for your set and hate for your
enemy (p.l2).
While robbing a man, I turned my head and was hit in the face. The man tried
to run but was tripped by Tray Ball, who then held him for me. I stomped him
for twenty minutes before leaving him unconscious in an alley (p.l3).
On February 14, 1979, when I was fifteen, I was captured for assault and auto
theft. I took a car from a man by striking him over the head (p.26).
I asked Robber ifhe had a light...Before he could mount a response, I blasted in
thrice in the chest, started the car, and drove home to watch Benny Hill. Bangin'
was my life. That was my decision (p.29).
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Gangbang situations can be studied by examining unfocused and focused gatherings.
Unfocused interaction is the type that occurs in public places, such as shopping malls,
schools, and sidewalks. The participants monitor one another enough to communicate
who and what they are in general terms and acquire information from others by
momentary glances.
When people come together to sustain a single focus ofattention, they move from
unfocused to focused interaction. The focus of attention can be a topic of conversation,
attention to a lecture, work cooperation or a gang fight. The contemporary gangbang
situation appears to emerge from a situation ofunfocused interaction to one of focused
interaction.
Shakur's experience indicates that the sense he has for gangbangs is one of
opportunistic meetings. He claims that in unfocused gatherings he would accidently
encounter rival members and attack them. He says that if he was specifically after
someone, he would employ the drive-by shooting. But typical gangbangs occur where
rival members occupy the same area by happenstance.
According to Sanders (1994), it is necessary to examine the behavior settings and
occasions ofgangbangs, by focusing on the actual occasion and dynamics that lead gangs
to assault and fight one another in a face to face gathering. With drive-bys, the occasion
itself immediately and unequivocally transforms any prior occasion to that special
aftermath following the shooting.
With gangbangs, there can be a more gradual transformation of the situation as it has
changed from an unfocused to focused interaction or there is a change in the focus itself
In order for there to be any kind of combat, more than one gang must be present and
create an incident that brings about the combat. By examining these mutual gatherings, it
can be predicted where to find gangbangs.
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Virtually any place that gangs may go, either in or out of their own territory, they can
encounter rival gangs or gang members. From time to time, a gang member will have to
transgress the territory of another gang, whether it is a shopping mall, park, or city street.
G-Rock, a Crip identified in Leon Bing's (1991) work bolsters this idea after Bing has
taken a wrong turn into Blood territory. Bing attempts to ease G-Rock by telling him that
she has fiiends in the set and can mention names. G-Rock states:
We in enemy hood...You aint' gonna have time to mention no names. Names
don't mean shit to a bullet flyin' in the window. They will recognize me. Hell,
that's what gangbangin' is all about. Yo' enemies know yo face as good as yo'
homies do...Shit, I aint' prepared to die (p.204).
Even a casual observer will notice that in certain areas Afiican-American residents do
not wear blue. They are afraid ofaccidently being mistaken for a Crip and shot before
their true identity is revealed. For the most part, gangbangs occur in the streets, but not as
often as drive-bys. Several gangbangs occur in transit occasions, that is, when gang
members go from one place to another, such as the store or the park.
Most gangs do not venture into rival territory unless they have some special type of
attraction or they are hunting for rival members to attack. One type of special attraction is
a dance that promotes intergang harmony sponsored by a recreation center or church
group. Typically, if dances occur in one gang's territory, members of a rival gang will only
go if they are carrying a gun and expecting to cause trouble or defend themselves against
it. The most interesting aspect of the gangbangs that occur at dances is that dances are
relatively controlled occasions. Dances occur in sponsored settings with conventional
adults present, and so it would seem that the situation would be an unlikely one to
generate gang conflict.
However, sponsors' intentions may have little to do with the social realities ofgang
members who are invited to dances. For a gang member, the event is a situation where a
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rival gang member may attack him or his homeboys. Bringing weapons to such gatherings
is justified as being realistic about the situation by the gang members. In effect, the
background of the dance provides a reason the weapons are present. Everyone knows the
occasion will attract members from rival gangs. "In the social reality of gang members,
such an occasion virtually demands bringing weapons" (Sanders 1994:100).
Another setting for gang violence is parties. Unlike dances which are relatively
controlled and structured, parties are less formal, looser, and less controlled occasions.
The settings for parties are typically private houses or apartments instead of recreation
centers or public places. Parties are less likely to be planned far in advance, and they are
often spontaneous gatherings on the spur of the moment. However, according to Sanders
(1994), they account for only a small portion of the situations ofgang violence. "Parties,
as loose occasions, do not seem to generate gang violence due to the nature of the
occasion per se" (p. 101). Instead, parties come to be occasions where several gang
members are at the same place at the same time. As such, they become targets of
opportunity for rival gangs.
Gang fights can occur whenever members of rival gangs come into contact. They do
not seem to be planned, but gang members often carry weapons to plan for the eventuality
of fighting. Ironically, the defensive planning provides all of the tools that make
gangbangs violent.
Drive-Bys
Drive-by shootings are other key violent situations associated with gang life.
Exploration of this phenomenon is necessary to provide a fully developed understanding of
it. It is examined in terms of an historical background to see how drive-bys replaced other
types ofgang violence as a favorite tactic, and also by looking at the different types of
situations where drive-bys develop and how they develop.
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Within the context of gang warfare, drive-by shootings occur when members ofone
gang drive a vehicle into a rival gang's area and shoots at someone. Generally, the drive-
by is a hit-and-run tactic and does not include situations where members ofone gang, who
happen to have guns, arrive at a location in a car, and later encounter rival gang members
and use their guns. However, drive-bys do include situations where gang members drive
to a location, find a target, jump out of the mode of transportation, shoot the victim down,
and then flee after the shooting. The idea of the drive-by is that it is a hit-and-run
maneuver, and whether someone temporarily leaves their car is not considered important.
The following examples by Shakur (1993) provide a sense of the range of types ofdrive-
bys shootings:
As I rode up, my older brother was arguing with Eric. I dismounted, drew
my weapon, aimed, and pulled the trigger. .Boom, Boom, Boom! Six shots
I emptied (p.l6).
A shot rung out, cutting Ben's monologue short. For an instance, I thought
he had been hit; he was belly down on the floor. Another shot resounded,
this time a shotgun blast...I spotted a burgundy Cutlass creeping down the
street, a shotgun barrel in the passenger's hand barely visible through the
open window (p.37).
Starting off around Third Avenue again we picked a tail...A 66 Impala.
Turning left on Fifth Avenue I made another hard left into the first drive way.
No sooner had I backed out and come to a rolling stop at the comer ofFifty
Ninth and Fifth, another car slowly bent the corner in front ofus...They drove
slowly around, coming along side us, but facing the opposite direction. As they
inched closer I said "Shoot these mother fuckers, man!" "A Little closer."
Boom, Boom (p.50)!
They saw a carload of shooters bend the comers with their lights offmoments
after I rolled out ofShadow's drive way into the street. They sat motionless
and waited to cut me down. I never saw the car until it was parallel with me
and I was staring down the barrels of five weapons under the unfriendly faces
ofmy enemies...I dove behind Sleepy's car as they proceeded to riddle the car
with bullets...Had they used the shoot-first-ask-who-later policy, I would have
been killed (p.59).
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According to Klein (1971), sometime afterWorld War II gangs introduced the term
japping to refer to hit-and-run attacks. The term came from certain unorthodox strategies
used in the war by Japanese soldiers, especially shooting from hidden positions behind
Allied lines. It was an unconventional mobile warfare discovered by gangs. WalterMiller
(1975) used the term foray to characterize these mobile tactics. This type ofgang warfare
is in contrast to the melee or rumble, where gangs meet at appointed places and times to
do battle in large groups.
In the traditional East Coast cities with high-density populations, narrow streets, and
congested traffic, a foray is often conducted on foot or bicycle. The neighborhoods are
relatively close, and gang members are able to make a quick attack and get back to the
safety of their own area before the other gang could mobilize for a counter strike. It is
even possible to make a hit-and-run attack using public transportation, such as the
subway.
On the West Coast, particularly in Southern California, the neighborhoods are further
apart, more spread out, more likely to be on ground level, and have lower density. There
is an excellent road system and relatively little public transportation. The automobile is
the primary mode of transportation, and using the freeway system, an attacker can quickly
return to their home base miles away from the site of the shooting. According to Sanders
(1994), it is in this situation that the drive-by shooting developed.
In looking at some situations where drive-by shootings occur, the strategies and norms
emerge behind the attacks. The kind of situations that occur prior to a drive-by shooting
are often vague, but attempts vwll be made to classify those that are the most common and
provide some examples to see the characteristics of the situations and the shootings.
The type ofdrive-by that occurs more or less accidentally or spontaneously emerges
out of arguments. Typically, some gang members in a car with a gun will say something
to a person in a rival's neighborhood. Often the statement will be a gang challenge.
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Another type of argument that occurs is when there is an immediate attack on the drivers
and counter attack by the shooters in the car. This type ofargument typically occurs when
a car with known rival gang members appear in rival territory and is recognized. The
target gang then mobilizes and attacks the drivers.
Such encounters provide members ofboth gangs with enough evidence that they
showed heart, demonstrated character and are generally true gangbangers by claiming that
they take on numerically superior groups. The situations ground the beliefs ofboth gangs
in empirical experience, giving them substance. It shows the necessity of fighting back,
the nefarious nature of each others opponents and the reality of establishing character. All
of these actions reinforce the gang boys' perspective to gang affiliation.
The emergent argument examples are also examples of drive-bys occurring where the
target gang is hanging out. A distinction is made between arguments and hanging out as
situations ofdrive-by shootings on the basis ofone generating a situated reason for the
shooting. In emergent arguments, the shooter always points to something that the target
does or says on the occasion that results in the shooting.
The difference between a hanging out situation and one ofemergent argument is that
in a hanging out situation, the target has little time to say or do anything before the
shooting starts. Sanders (1994) suggests that if it were not for the fact that the target
gang said something to antagonize the shooter, the shooting would not have occured. In
other words, it can be argued that emergent argument situations are in part situationally
victim participated. This means that something the target group did in the situation of the
drive-by helped justify the shooting.
By contrast, hanging out situations, while they may be victim precipitated, are not
situationally victim participated. For example, suppose a gang crosses out another gang's
gang signature. The gang whose signature is defaced justifies a drive-by shooting against
the offending gang. They may execute the drive-by later that day, that week, or even that
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month. The gang that crosses out the signature contributed to its being targeted for a
drive-by. In this sense, the drive-by is victim precipitated. However, it is not situationally
precipitated because the offending action occurred in an occasion separate from the drive-
by.
Another situation where drive-bys emerge is during parties. In most ways there is not
a lot of difference between a drive-by targeting a group hanging out and one that targets a
party. Parties are selected as targets because they provide an opportunity for a gang to
show it will fearlessly attack a mass rival, and party gatherings provide large targets. The
shooters may also consider parties a good target since party goers are likely to be
intoxicated and not able to quickly respond.
Another reason that gangs target parties is to enhance their reputation. This occurs
when there is little or no past conflict between the gangs. By hitting the party there is an
immediate and wide recognition of the event since the party is likely not only to attract
most of the gang members, but also others who attend the occasion as dates, or guests of
gang members.
An additional situation where drive-bys occur is during business competition. Sanders
(1994) contends that in the early 1980's, business competition did not appear to be a
reason for gang violence at all in California. However, by 1988, many of the gang-related
drive-by shootings, especially among Afiican-American gang members, do appear to be
connected to the sale and distribution of crack cocaine. Leon Bing (1991) bolsters
Sanders argument;
There is another war going on right now and it's on another level. They got
it goin' on in my neighborhood and in other neighborhoods. It's in the older
generation, the so-called O.G's - the ones that have the money. And it isn't
just about, he's a Crip; let's kill him - or he's a Blood; let's smoke him. This is
all about he's a bailer [high level drug dealer], let's kidnap him and hold him for
ransom (p.229).
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I just don't understand people today. But I guess It's all the dope, that's the main
proplem...Back in the day, you put yo' fists up fo' yo's. Now you got cowards
in gangs - they won't go one on one, now they just pull the trigger (p. 104).
In Shakur's (1993) autobiography, his younger brother Kershaun Scott provides a
description of the business competition. After Shakur's release from prison for gang-
related crimes, he asks his brother what is happening to the neighborhood. Kershaun
conveys:
It's the dope. Man, it has tore the hood up! There are some homies who got
a grip from slangin', but they don't come around cause they think the homies who
aint got nothin' gonna jack 'em. Maybe drive-by on 'em...Same of thang back
and forth. They hit us and we hit them, but the dope has slowed down the war
in a way. While there ain't that many riders on either set willing to put in constant
work, everybody got fullies, so one ride usually is enough now to drop several
bodies at once (p.365-366).
In addition to shooting at people who can be seen, targets in drive-by shootings also
are physical objects that belong to targets. Most common are automobiles and houses. In
the case of targeting automobiles, it is fairly clear whether or not someone is in the car.
However, houses are sometimes occupied and sometimes not.
The most problematic issue that arises in examining drive-by shootings at houses is the
nature ofnorms in the context of strategic interaction. While gang members are definitely
the desired target, there is a good chance that others in the house may be wounded or
killed. It appears that norms that protect irmocent family members do not exist. Drive-bys




Various policies have been implemented to address the gang problem in our nation.
This emphasis has apparently had several consequences. The restricted focus on
controlling gang crime has limited both the development ofgang theory and research by
diverting attention away from understanding gangs and concentrating almost exclusively
on crime control. As the National Institute ofJustice (1993) states, "suppression [street
sweeping] seals the commitment ofmany peripheral gang members by targeting them
haphazardly for criminal justice processing, thereby labeling them as members and
solidifying their gang commitment" (pg.27) Sweeping the streets may also have the effect
of increasing citizen alienation from law enforcement authorities in communities where
there are gangs. In any case, when it serves as the sole strategy for addressing gangs, the
National Institute ofJustice (1993) says that "suppression fails to control either gang
participation or criminal activity" (p.27).
The research in this manuscript strongly suggests that gangs emerge in communities
where residents are excluded from traditional institutions of social support, and when
young people have few prospects for successful participation in conventional educational
and economic activities. The relationship between individual and community factors
suggests that the most viable gang strategies are those aimed at keeping community
residents safe while improving the skills of individuals who are vulnerable to gang
membership, expanding opportunities for residents for financial and social rewards
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through non-criminal activities, and reinforcing social networks such as families and
schools.
The following sections describe current efforts to prevent and control communities
with gangs. Programs have been separated into two types: those aimed primarily at
prevention and/or intervention and those operated within the criminal and juvenile justice
systems and aimed primarily at suppression and control.
Prevention and Intervention
Gang members are viewed by law enforcement officials as highly committed to their
gangs and therefore appropriate targets for arrest and sanctioning. On the other hand. The
National Institute ofJustice's (1993) publication Street Gangs, suggests that "a
considerable number ofperipheral gang members and wannabes in gang communities are
amenable to prevention and intervention strategies" (pg.28).
The goals of these types ofprograms are to reduce the appeal ofgangs as a vehicle for
enhancing self-esteem, finding recognition, achieving financial independence, and receiving
protection by addressing the needs of at risk youth, their families, and their communities.
Prevention and intervention programs, such as high-risk programs with a gang component,
community response programs, school-based programs, and family intervention programs,
generally aim to prevent gang involvement and negative behavior by providing
opportunities for youths who develop skills to resist involvement in the first place.
These strategies are targeted at re-directing gang members and aspirants away from
gang participation by providing alternatives and a positive support structure. Street Gangs
(1993) goes on to say that both types ofprograms are focused in some measure on what
are perceived by program directors to be the key correlates ofgang participation and other
antisocial behavior; "lack of education or educational opportunities; lack ofjob
opportunities and skills; absence of sufficient positive adult role models; lack of family and
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family support; low self-esteem and the absence of a feeling of empowerment; drug and
alcohol abuse; and lack ofopportunities for prosocial interactions such as supervised
recreation"(p.28).
Unfortunately, according to Street gangs (1993), "lack ofcooperation between
agencies and bureaucracies often stand as barriers to providing services in communities
with the greatest needs" (p.29). Nevertheless, teams of social service professionals,
educators and interested business people are striving to meet these challenges by
"coordinating their efforts; targeting their programs on the most needy communities;
involving the private sector; and including community residents in the planning and
delivery of services" (p.29).
Suppression
Spergel (1990) reviewed existing gang suppression models, covering the range of
criminal and juvenile justice professionals by contacting law enforcement officials,
prosecutors, corrections officials, and probation officers to review suppression models
currently employed.
Historically, the juvenile and criminal justice professionals engaged in controlling the
delinquent and criminal activity of gangs have tried to accomplish the traditional goals of
punishing, incapacitating "hard-core" gang members, and deterring involvement in gangs
and gang crime by increasing the severity and certainty ofpunishment for gang related
offenses. According to Street Gangs (1993), suppression efforts call for the following:
Information sharing between Federal, State, and local officials; use ofmobile gang
units; continued use of law-enforcement-sponsored prevention programs; develop
community-sponsored victim/witness services and automated information systems
with information on gang members and their movements in and out of the criminal
justice system; continued efforts to improve police-community relations; increase
prison and jail capacity; expand the use of intermediate sanctions; and centralize
probation and parole offices in communities with the greatest needs" (pg.47-48).
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Law Enforcement Strategies
In many urban communities there are tensions between the police and the communities
they serve. "Law enforcement departments feel hard pressed to find the staff time to meet
the challenges in these communities, while residents are anxious for increased attention to
their needs by law enforcement" (U.S. Department ofJustice 1993 48). Added to this
problem is racial tension between members of law enforcement departments and minority
communities.
In communities where gangs exist, residents often retreat in fear, leaving the police
and the gangs to battle each other. Nevertheless, the residents are not disinterested; they
want the police to understand their problems while keeping the streets safe. In this regard,
the role of the police in communities where there are gangs should be to show dignity and
firmness without abuse. In this opinion, many law enforcement departments appear as
military outposts in the community. Perhaps if they were more approachable, kids would
go to them instead of some other group, like a gang.
In attempting to control the gang problem, law enforcement members have been
criticized for failing to understand gangs. This is because the law enforcement paradigm
defines gangs in a narrow manner that neglects the process of development which different
age group within gangs undergo and ignores or undervalues variations ofall sorts. David
Fattah (1993) conveys that gangs are not seen as young people struggling to adapt, often
destructively, to a specific economic and social environment. Rather, gangs are treated as
a major criminal problem and their members are dehumanized as no more than aspiring
career criminals. The fact that gangs today are overwhelmingly minority and most police
departments are overwhelmingly white, allows for racism to contribute to these
stereotypes and results in even greater hostility on the streets.
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Correctional Interventions
According to Elaine Duxbury (1993), little of the gang literature has focused on
interventions specifically targeted toward gangs and gang members in correctional
settings. Recently, correctional organizations started to consider gang problems a high
priority for specific policies and programs. For example, they now classify incoming
offenders according to gang membership, have staff charged with coordinating
information about gangs, have programs that address gang issues, and have established
special field caseloads for the supervision ofgang offenders.
The National institute ofJustice (1993) claims that adult prison settings do not
necessarily have street gang connections. Rather, these gangs have traditionally formed in
response to racial/ethnic tensions and stresses ofprison life. Today, this pattern no longer
exists in the correctional environment.
According to the Federal Bureau ofPrisons (1993) publication Disruptive Groups,
correctional institutions are currently experiencing a rapid increase in the number of street
gangs entering the system. The challenge that faces the Bureau ofPrisons is to formulate
individualized interventions according to the needs and the level ofrisk each offender
brings to the correctional setting. Correctional professionals must provide appropriate
supervision and services for those who are on the periphery ofgang membership, for those
who are hard-core with chronic violent offense patterns, and for the substantial numbers
who are somewhere in between.
In order to effectively manage this emerging problem, "intake screening staff, unit
management staff, and all staff in general must be made aware of the methods of
identification, the threat characteristics ofthe individual gangs, and our management
strategies for each group" (p. 4). It is vital to the Federal Bureau ofPrisons that the
correctional staff have the ability to identify members by sight, know their security threat
characteristics (such as being assaultive toward staff, or history ofescape), and actively
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manage them appropriately. Methods of identifying them may include "self admission,
hand signs, tattoos, the display of symbols and colors, court documents, and membership
documents in the inmates property" (p.5). Once identified, such inmates are placed on
posted picture card status so that staff can recognize gang members on sight and manage
them accordingly.
In addition. Disruptive Groups (1993) conveys that the family members and associates
of inmates under this status are entered on a separate hotfile. This strategy involves plans
to monitor for key indicators of continued threat activities. Monitoring methods include
"mail, phones, money being sent to the community, urine analysis, analysis ofgroup
photos, observations, etc., as appropriate" (p. 5).
It is believed that effective monitoring assists the Bureau ofPrisons in preventing
violence, escapes, and ensuring the general security of the institution. It is suggested by
the Federal Bureau ofPrisons that the strategic intelligence gained through monitoring is
ofvery specific value to correctional staff in understanding the group dynamics involved in
drug plots, and violence related to turf disputes, internal gang discipline, debt collections,
and similar gang influenced activities.
Prison officials must balance these measures by implementing programs that are aimed
at preventing gang involvement. These programs should help individuals develop the
skills to resist gang activity by providing an array ofaftercare services (including
residential care) for youths and adults released from correctional facilities. Many
participants in high-risk programs need housing. This is specifically true ofyouths
returning from juvenile correctional facilities to the community, who are at considerable
risk of returning to their gangs.
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Private industry can also be helpful in supporting social service programs. More
efforts should involve private industry in job skills development and business development
within the communities they come from. Some businesses have been interested in hiring
at-risk youths (Boys Clubs, Project Positive, Male Youth Enhancement Project, etc.), but
most efforts have been unsuccessful.
A large majority ofgang members in prison come with limited education and are not
aware of the educational resources available. Today, legislation has opted to remove the
possibility of inmates obtaining higher education in correctional institutions altogether.
The Federal Bureau ofPrisons must employ the possibility of inmates receiving academic
training with an emphasis on value based education so that upon release, they have the
opportunity to compete socially, economically, and politically.
Due to the sharply advanced emphasis by agencies such as the FBI and ATF on street
gang activities, the Federal Bureau ofPrisons anticipates that society will begin to witness
a rapid growth in federal prosecutions. These actions will result in gang members entering
the correctional system in larger numbers and receiving harsher sanctions. The following
section examines Judicial response to the prevention and intervention of street gangs in
America.
Prosecution
Serious gang-related cases (e g., violent offenses, leader-related cases) are prosecuted
vertically after careful screening. Plea bargaining is often limited in these cases. In Los
Angeles, for instance, if it is established that a person is a gang member (e.g., through
affiliation, clothing, and witness testimony), the policy is to seek the maximum penalty,
guided by the beliefs that gang members commit a greater variety of crimes over a longer
period of time than non-gang members; and gang members are more violent than non¬
gang members.
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In view of these beliefs, policy dictates against sentence bargaining in gang related
cases and for seeking the maximum penalty. In some states, conviction for gang-related
crime limits the range of possible sentences and/or warrants additional penalties.
Individual gang members are usually convicted; prosecutors attribute their success
primarily to vertical prosecution. This occurs when the prosecutor, who files a case,
interviews the witness, and commences conserving and enhancing the evidence throughout
the prosecution knows that case from the ground up. The expertise of this prosecutor,
then, will maximize case results.
There are two types ofvertical prosecution. One method involves individual
prosecutors' taking a case from the beginning and working through sentencing. But unit
vertical prosecution, where members of a gang-trained division pick up cases at a date
after filing, can also be employed. Both methods are dependent upon trained prosecutors.
Definitions ofgang membership and gang related crime vary across sites, so undoubtedly
some variations in punishment occur across sites as well.
In 1992, the Georgia State Legislation incorporated the "Georgia Street Gang and
Terrorism Act." as the State's response to violent street gangs. According to the
Legislation, these activities, both individually and collectively, present a threat to public
order and safety and are not constitutionally protected. The intent of the General
Assembly to seek the eradication ofcriminal activity by street gangs by focusing upon the
organized nature of street gangs which together are believed to be the chief source of
terror. The Assembly states:
16-15-4. Participation in criminal gang activity prohibited; additional punishment
upon felony conviction.
(a) Any person that participates in any criminal street gang with knowledge that its
members engage in or have engaged in a pattern of criminal activities and who
obstinately promotes, advances or serves in any felonious criminal activity by members
of that gang shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
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(b) Any person who is convicted of a felony committed for the purpose of cultivating
and profiting a criminal street gang will not only be charged the ordained punishment
for that felony, but, grants the court the discretion to punish such person with one to
three additional years. The court will only strike the additional punishment in an
unusual case where the interest ofjustice would best be served by such disposition.
(c) Any person in violation of subsection (b) of this code in the commission of a felony
punishable by imprisonment for life can not have the sentence suspended, probated,
deferred, or withheld prior to such person serving a minimum of 15 years (Code 1981,
16-15-4, enacted by Ga. L. 1992, p. 3236, 1).
16-15-5. Additional punishment upon misdemeanor conviction.
(a) additional punishment upon misdemeanor convictions that are gang related will be
punished by imprisonment in the county jail for up to one year,provided that the
person's sentence is not suspended, prohibited, deferred, or withheld prior to serving
a minimum of 180 days (Code 1981, 16-15-5, enacted by Ga. L. 1992, p. 3236).
Compounding the issue, Georgia has lowered the age at which a juvenile can be tried
as an adult to thirteen years old; Tennessee removed the age barrier altogether. Other
states that had previously insisted on adult justice for murder, rape, and armed assault
voted to add caijacking and an assortment ofgang related crimes to designated felony
statutes. Colorado's legislature rides the crest of an even newer wave: It opts to build
bigger and newer penal institutions to house violent young offenders for a minimum of
two years and up to six years. Until 1994, two years had been the maximum sentence for
juvenile offenders. Youths who have catapulted into adult courts serve part of their
sentence in the new "intermediate" facilities until they are old enough to be transferred into
adult prisons.
Communities throughout New Mexico, be they metropolitan areas like Albuquerque
and Las Cruces, or smaller towns like Hobbs, Roswell, or Alamogordo, are contending
with street gangs. Attempts to combat the gang problem begin with implementing
measures such as determinant sentencing, "three strikes and you're out" legislation, and
sentencing juveniles as adults.
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But what if the youthful offender is not violent? Florida, which first began to lower
the age at which juveniles could be transferred to adult courts twelve years ago, has not
made much of a distinction. In that state, the greatest increase in juvenile transfers to
adult status has been for non-violent drug offenses. Children are being waived into adult
courts for crimes a trivial as possession of alcohol.
Cities throughout the country have marshalled a diverse array ofarguments against the
reversion to more punitive treatment. For one thing, the transfers exhaust money.
According to Penelope Lemov (1994) in her article in Governing it costs about $25,000
to $30,000 a year - the cost ofone years education at an Ivy league college - to house a
juvenile in a secure facility. Increasingly, that space is being used for kids who have not
committed very violent or terrifying crimes. "Meanwhile, funds for rehabilitation,
education, and job training of these youths - funds which have never been plentifiil -





Criminal justice officials are struggling to comprehend the gang phenomenon in order
to curtail the levels of involvement and more important, levels ofviolence. Thus, many
ideologies have developed regarding the subject ofgangs in America and many in a sense
are correct. Yet there are other theories, developed more extemporally, that are less
sound.
The areas that cause ongoing debate appear to be on gaining a consensus regarding
definitional and structural issues. It appears that researchers have developed individual
definitions, each borrowed from previous distinctions, and applied them according to
current social conditions. The definitions pertaining to gangs and their structures swing
back and forth on a pendulum. In relation to the structure ofgangs, it appears to be loose,
though law enforcement officials have established formal levels of leadership. In doing so,
they limited their tracking measures and determining levels of involvement.
The primary difference between African-American gangs and other gangs is that
African-American gangs appear to have gained a "supergang" image. Also, differences lie
in the use and the sale ofdrugs, the size ofgang alliances, the primacy for making money,
and the linkage to territory. These gangs are less likely to use drugs because they view it
as bad for business. In addition, they tend to be larger and cover more territory and they
are divided into two gangs with many non-connected but allied branches of the Crips and
Bloods.
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Major forms ofgang violence, particularly the gangbang and the drive-by, occur when
rival members come into contact. Gangbangs do not appear to be planned, but the gang
members often carry weapons to plan for the eventuality of a violent attacks. Ironically,
the defensive planning provides all of the tools that make gangbangs violent. The drive-by
shooting on the other hand has become synonymous with gang violence. As a strategy in
the context of rival gangs armed with manufactured firearms, it is far superior to other
forms ofgang warfare. While risky in terms of counterattackers by rival gangs and police
apprehension, a drive-by can be conducted by virtually anyone who can ride in a car and
shoot a gun. As such, this type ofviolence is most likely to be a continuing source of
gang power.
Criminal justice officials have implemented various strategies to address the gang
issue. While few have been aimed at finding the root cause ofgangs and their attraction to
youth, the preferred approach is toward prosecution. In this regard, courts have aimed to
reduce the age in which youths can be tried as adults, built more prisons, implemented
mandatory minimum sentences, additional sentencing, and additional sentencing.
Whatever the variations, the theme is the same: Send a message to citizens that young
people who commit adult crimes will face adult trials, adult sentences, and adult prisons.
The conservative public - in its attempt to promote "harmony" - demand this. Yet, these
sanctions appear to be ineffective in reducing the level of involvement and bringing to the
conscious mind more humane methods ofprevention and intervention.
Conclusion
The American news media, through political and economic control, has malevolently
created the image of the Afiican-American "street gangster" based on a durable and time-
resistant bedrock ofmyths, half truths and lies. The image was crated during the
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European conquest ofAfrica, nurtured during slavery, artfully refined during the nadir of
segregation, and revived during the Ronald Reagan-George Bush years.
To maintain power and control, the plantation masters said that black men were
savage and hyper-sexual. To strengthen racial control, late Nineteenth and early
Twentieth Century scientists and academics concocted pseudo-theories that said that black
men are criminal and mentally defective. To justify lynching and political domination, the
politicians and business leaders of the era said that black men were rapists and brutes. To
roll back civil rights and slash social programs, Reagan-Rush Limbaugh type conservatives
say black men are derelict and lazy.
To secure big Hollywood contracts and media stardom, the young black filmmakers
say the "boyz in the hood" are gangbangers, drive-by shooters and dope dealers. To
hustle mega record deals and concert bookings, the rappers and comedians say black men
are "niggers" and black women are "bitches." To nail down book contracts and TV talk
show appearances, black feminists say black men are sexual exploiters.
The corporate controlled media definitely drops the words "racism" and "economic
injustice" from its vocabulary. It pounds, twists and slants all of these stereotypes into
sensational headlines and sound bites, and dumps them back on the public as fact.
An African-American man can be wealthy, possess status, be politically astute, socially
connected, and still have his character assassinated by being looked upon as a gang
member.
The media and government bureaucrats have convinced far too many African-
American youths to adopt a gang mentality by convincing them that the "gangsta" lifestyle
is the African-American lifestyle. And both have severely damaged the African-American
image and self-image. This is not to say that the levels of violence committed by street
gangs have been media generated as well. In fact, the violence exhibited by these young
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people is a serious recourse behind the media's assassination of the African-American male
image.
Now, no school, library, institution, business, detention center, or church is exempt
from being touched in some way by the gang activity in America. A war is raging and
many refuse to notice, except for those directly and indirectly involved in the fighting and
those drawn in by geographical location, economic status or family association.
What society must realize is that gang wars have become no less sophisticated than
world wars, or wars fought to either suppress or liberate a country. The difference is not
legality but cause. Some causes are righteous and in accord with human nature, while
others are reactionary and repressive. Gang wars fall somewhere in between.
As a response to this epidemic, we must guide our young people to join together and
focus - not on certain territories or gang affiliations (which is counter revolutionary) - but
on the injustices of the current system. This is what must be fought against. This solution
is not meant to be the last word. It is only a step along the way, but it is a crucial step.
Safe streets in our communities can never be completely attained until we confront our
oppressors and not each other.
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